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Newborn Size

>2000 gm

Shown Actual Size

Save the Gonads, Ltd.
P.O. Box 53111

Cincinnati, OH 45253
513-385-8147

Fax 513-385-8148
info@savethegonads.com

“As a dedicated radiology
professional, you are
responsible to make sure
you protect these tiny lives.”

Micropreemie Preemie Newborn
mm 55.9 76.2 94.0
in. 2.2 3.0 3.7
mm 66.0 86.4 104.1
in. 2.6 3.4 4.1
mm 50.8 68.6 83.8
in. 2.4 2.7 3.7
mm 61.0 86.4 94.0
in. 2.4 3.4 3.7
mm 1.07 1.07 1.07
in. .042 .042 .042
mm 1.35 1.35 1.35
in. .053 .053 .053
gm 24.6 47.3 71.7
oz. 0.87 1.67 2.53
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Are you
protecting
ALL your
patients?
Are You
Sure?...

Give a Small Life
a Bigger Future!



What about the premature babies in your NICU? 

Every year more than 450,000 premature
babies are born in the U.S. alone. During their long
hospital stay, these babies are frequently subjected
to numerous xrays, the smaller the infant, the
more xrays they receive. During an xray, the nurse
wears an apron, the technician stands back 6 feet,
shouts “clear” and the parents ask “Why do you
protect yourself but not my baby?  As a dedicated
radiology professional, you are responsible to
make sure you protect these tiny lives.

As you know, Federal regulations† recommend
the use of gonadal shielding, and many states
require it. In the past, neonates were
simply overlooked because shields
were not available that met the
special requirements for use in this
critical care environment.

JCAHO‡ has patient radiation
safety standards in place, however,
enforcement in nurseries has not
been strict because there was not a
suitable shield.

Designed by a Registered Nurse, our
shields were created for use in the NICU. This
1mm lead shield, fully encased in a soft satin
covering provides more than adequate protection.
These tiny shields are heart shaped, designed to be
used for both sexes. Heart upright for a girl, flipped
down for a boy. They are easily cleansed with
alcohol if they become soiled.

A major concern in any critical care area is
infection. Sound medical practice dictates that any
item that comes in contact with one baby, should
not be shared with others. When purchased in
quantity our shields cost as little as $5 each. This
low cost allows each baby to be issued a shield that
can be used repeatedly on that baby.

Save the Gonads, Ltd. is a company solely
dedicated to protecting babies. If you are

currently using gonad shields for
neonates, keep up the good work. It

is the RIGHT thing to do! If you do
not currently use gonad shields,
please consider the ramifications
and somehow, someway, save
those gonads!! 

Whatever your situation, we
ask you to consider our product since

it is specifically designed for use in the
NICU environment.

Thank you for protecting the future by saving
little gonads.

Pam with Olivia and Sarah Soloria,
at a recent NICU Reunion.

Effective protection for both sexes

Economical

Leaves a heart shape on xrays 
to show you care

Available in Three Sizes

Designed for individual use with
Infection Control in mind

Parents ask:
“Why do you

protect yourself
but not my baby?”

‡No endorsement by Joint Commission on 
Accreditation of Health Care Organizations  is implied.

† US FDA Code of Federal Regulations Title 21, Chapter I, Sec. 1000.50

Preemie Size

1000-2000 gm

Shown Actual Size

Micropreemie Size

<1000 gm
Shown Actual Size

Save the Gonads, Ltd. is
a company created by Pam
Krieg, an RN who has
worked the last 18 years
with premature babies.
Searching years for an ade-
quate lead x-ray shield, she
found none. So she design-
ed, created and manufac-
tures STG gonad shields.


